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The whole procedure for the public is discrimnatory and totally unfair. It is far too complicated.
This is 1 of 4 applications in this area all within 6 miles of each other. The developers have
propably done this on purpose to liquidate the public opinion. How on earth are we supposed to
keep track of what we are supposed to do when?

The developers have specialists dealing with this kind of thing. They are doing this all the time
and are employing leagal help. How on earth do you expect the public to be able to follow this
complicated process??

Why are these meetings in the Lincoln City centre and not nearer the development area's?. This
is very prohibitive to people who are working and the cost to park in Lincoln City is ridiculous. This
will put people off standing up for themselves and being counted regarding this whole unfair and
discrimatory process.

This developer Island Green Power has two proposals this one Gate Burton and WEst Burton.
This is very confusing people think this is one. Why has this developer got two applications not
one. As there are four developers all using the same solicitors and cable route and this amounts
to 10,000 acres why is this not being looked at as one?

Having this examination process through the summer period when people are on holiday is
ridiculous. This will run through parents having kids off school and people going on holiday, Again
this is not giving the public a chance to have their say?

Also with circa 9 NSIP projects in Lincolnshire both the district council and the county council do
not have enough staff to be able to deal with these applications and give them the attention to
detail that is required. This again makes this whole process discriminatory for the public and the
communities of the area's involved and makes this process completely unfair. The whole process
is being run without giving enough time for this process to looked at in the detail that is required.


